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purchasing either one of the plans, we offer a 1 week free trial so you may see the features that
the plans entail and make a purchase accordingly. What modes of payment do we accept? We
use PayPal Gateway as a form of payment for our subscription plans. The user gets a 1 week
free trial to choose a suitable plan and make a purchase accordingly. After making a purchase,
the user is allowed only to upgrade to a plan, i. The upgradation is done only after the user has
paid the difference which is according to the number of days left in his current billing cycle. Can
I transfer my subscription to another user or my new e-mail ID? Even if the user holds two email
IDs, they are not allowed to transfer his subscription. Similarly, they are not allowed to transfer
their subscription to another user. The GeeksforGeeks Premium plans offer you features like
ad-free content on GeeksforGeeks and all subdomains of it. In Premium plus, you also get
doubt assistance for free on all practice coding questions. What do I do? Please do contact
feedback geeksforgeeks. ER Model is used to model the logical view of the system from data
perspective which consists of these components:. An Entity may be an object with a physical
existence â€” a particular person, car, house, or employee â€” or it may be an object with a
conceptual existence â€” a company, a job, or a university course. An Entity is an object of
Entity Type and set of all entities is called as entity set. In ER diagram, Entity Type is
represented as:. Attribute s : Attributes are the properties which define the entity type. In ER
diagram, attribute is represented by an oval. Multivalued Attribute â€” An attribute consisting
more than one value for a given entity. In ER diagram, multivalued attribute is represented by
double oval. The complete entity type Student with its attributes can be represented as:.
Relationship Type and Relationship Set: A relationship type represents the association between
entity types. In ER diagram, relationship type is represented by a diamond and connecting the
entities with lines. A set of relationships of same type is known as relationship set. Degree of a
relationship set: The number of different entity sets participating in a relationship set is called
as degree of a relationship set. Cardinality: The number of times an entity of an entity set
participates in a relationship set is known as cardinality. Cardinality can be of different types:.
Using Sets, it can be represented as:. So it is many to many relationships. Participation
Constraint: Participation Constraint is applied on the entity participating in the relationship set.
Every student in Student Entity set is participating in relationship but there exists a course C4
which is not taking part in the relationship. Weak Entity Type and Identifying Relationship: As
discussed before, an entity type has a key attribute which uniquely identifies each entity in the
entity set. These are called Weak Entity type. For example, A company may store the
information of dependants Parents, Children, Spouse of an Employee. A weak entity type is
represented by a double rectangle. The participation of weak entity type is always total. The
relationship between weak entity type and its identifying strong entity type is called identifying
relationship and it is represented by double diamond. Article Contributed by Sonal Tuteja.
Please write comments if you find anything incorrect, or you want to share more information
about the topic discussed above. Attention reader! Writing code in comment? Please use ide.
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Greek Dating and Chat Connecting Greek singles since Join FREE now! You are a Select one
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thousands of Greek singles and connect in real time, on your desktop, tablet, or your mobile
device. Make connections, receive messages and reply for free. On EligibleGreeks, you only pay
to initiate conversations when you're ready. It's free to try Find Matches Easily EligibleGreeks.
There no easier way to meet your Greek soulmate. Try for free today with no risk. It only takes a
couple minutes to sign up and you'll be one step closer to true love. We care about you Dating
can be difficult in the real world. Here, you benefit from our internal review protocols, high-level
encryption, a dedicated customer service team and an entire community of fellow seekers who
help weed out the haters. For more than 15 years, we've been helping people find love and form
powerful, long-lasting partnerships. Our approach, networks, and team have been honed by
over 15 years of successfully helping millions of people all over the globe, in multiple languages
and cultures, connect and find love. These variables are called Greeks because they are
typically associated with Greek symbols. Each risk variable is a result of an imperfect
assumption or relationship of the option with another underlying variable. The primary Greeks
Delta, Vega, Theta, Gamma, and Rho are calculated each as a first partial derivative of the
options pricing model for instance, the Black-Scholes model. The number or value associated
with a Greek changes over time. Therefore, sophisticated options traders may calculate these
values daily to assess any changes which may affect their positions or outlook, or to check if
their portfolio needs to be rebalanced. Below are several of the main Greeks traders look at. For
example, assume an investor is long a call option with a delta of 0. For options traders, delta
also represents the hedge ratio for creating a delta-neutral position. For example if you
purchase a standard American call option with a 0. Net delta for a portfolio of options can also
be used to obtain the portfolio's hedge ration. A less common usage of an option's delta is it's
current probability that it will expire in-the-money. For instance, a 0. For example, assume an
investor is long an option with a theta of The option's price would decrease by 50 cents every
day that passes, all else being equal. Theta increases when options are at-the-money, and
decreases when options are in- and out-of-the money. Options closer to expiration also have
accelerating time decay. Long calls and long puts will usually have negative Theta; short calls
and short puts will have positive Theta. By comparison, an instrument whose value is not
eroded by time, such as a stock, would have zero Theta. This is called second-order
second-derivative price sensitivity. For example, assume an investor is long one call option on
hypothetical stock XYZ. The call option has a delta of 0. Gamma is used to determine how stable
an option's delta is: higher gamma values indicate that delta could change dramatically in
response to even small movements in the underlying's price. Gamma is higher for options that
are at-the-money and lower for options that are in- and out-of-the-money, and accelerates in
magnitude as expiration approaches. Gamma values are generally smaller the further away from
the date of expiration; options with longer expirations are less sensitive to delta changes. As
expiration approaches, gamma values are typically larger, as price changes have more impact
on gamma. Options traders may opt to not only hedge delta but also gamma in order to be
delta-gamma neutral , meaning that as the underlying price moves, the delta will remain close to
zero. Vega v represents the rate of change between an option's value and the underlying asset's
implied volatility. This is the option's sensitivity to volatility. For example, an option with a Vega
of 0. Because increased volatility implies that the underlying instrument is more likely to
experience extreme values, a rise in volatility will correspondingly increase the value of an
option. Conversely, a decrease in volatility will negatively affect the value of the option. Vega is
at its maximum for at-the-money options that have longer times until expiration. Greek-language
nerds will point out that there is no actual Greek letter named vega. This measures sensitivity to
the interest rate. For example, assume a call option has a rho of 0. The opposite is true for put
options. Rho is greatest for at-the-money options with long times until expiration. Some other
Greeks, with aren't discussed as often, are lambda , epsilon, vomma , vera, speed, zomma ,
color, ultima. These Greeks are second- or third-derivatives of the pricing model and affect

things such as the change in delta with a change in volatility and so on. They are increasingly
used in options trading strategies as computer software can quickly compute and account for
these complex and sometimes esoteric risk factors. Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
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and Vega - which are first partial derivatives of the options pricing model. Article Sources.
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Options are financial derivatives that give the buyer the right to buy or sell the underlying asset
at a stated price within a specified period. At The Money At the money ATM is a situation where
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Works Delta hedging attempts is an options-based strategy that seeks to be directionally
neutral. Kappa Definition Kappa measures how an option's price will react to a change in
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family. My competitive programming guide,reading materials, link to system and design
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HackerRank , spoj, codesignal, codebyte, codeblocks and other online judges. Questions
solved from Various Coding websites viz. This repository also contains Questions from various
offline and onsite competitions. Programs that we find in the competitions and some
brainstorming questions. Blog: Competitive programming is a mind sport usually held over the
Internet or a local network, involving participants trying to program according to provided
specifications. This repo contain the solution of leetcode problem and divide into category like
dynamic programming, linkedlist,recursion, graph and some other section. Java solutions to all
the problems solved by myself in GeeksForGeeks website. Implementation and In-depth
Explanations of Algorithmic-based questions and data structures. This repo is ment for storing
a small section of the important codes and solutions that I possess in problem solving. For
instance, take this coding problem move-zeroes-to-end. Add a comment at the bottom of the file
with time complexity. And Raise a pull request mentioning this issue for any problem. Solutions
of questions on Geeks-for-Geeks. This repository is aimed to contain all the questions required
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problem statement with input and expected output has been provided, except for some where
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me with their codes. Updated Jan 31, Java. Improve this page Add a description, image, and
links to the geeksforgeeks-solutions topic page so that developers can more easily learn about
it. Add this topic to your repo To associate your repository with the geeksforgeeks-solutions
topic, visit your repo's landing page and select "manage topics. You signed in with another tab
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distant elements including the first and last array elements. Given an array arr[] consisting of N
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satisfyingâ€¦ Read More. Dynamic Programming. Featured Articles. We use cookies to ensure
you have the best browsing experience on our website. Skip to content. Start Trial. Ad-Free
Experience Frustrated with annoying ads popping every time you read an article? See what you
want to see. Buy Premium to avoid getting disturbed by ads blaring at your eyes and enjoy a
seamless reading experience. Note that this feature doesn't entail doubt assistance for course
specific practice questions. Editors' Choice Newsletter Can't decide which articles to read and
which to skip? Buy Premium and save your Time. At the end of the month, get all the important
articles, handpicked by our editors in the form of a newsletter. Find a job which fits you like a
glove. Get hired by top tier companies. Buy Premium to enjoy free access to hundreds of job
openings in companies like Amazon, One Plus, Tripoto. Personal Notes Ever felt the need to
make notes of your own while on the site? Buy Premium to enable a handy notes tool and get
the power to make personal notes on the site itself. Frequently Asked Questions. What is
GeeksforGeeks Premium and how is it different than before? As we wish to provide the best for

you, we have come up with more features on our website to give you the best user experience
possible. Premium GeeksforGeeks has been introduced to provide you with quality content and
features at a minimal price! What is the duration of the subscription plans? The subscription
plans that we are providing are for a period of 1 year. Do the subscription plans get auto
renewed after 1 year? Yes, they do. We wish for you to have a hassle free experience with our
subscriptions plans and have therefore put in place an auto renewal system when the plan
expires after 1 year. This will take place after receiving permission from the user for auto
renewal. In the case of INR mode of payment, auto-debit will not be taking place and the user
must renew the subscription themselves. Can I revoke my subscription after 1 year? Yes, you
can. After the plans reach their expiration date, you do have the option to revoke your
subscription after 1 year. But if you wish to cancel the subscription in the middle of the plan,
you may do so but the purchase is non-refundable. What do I get access to? Can I try the
Premium plans before purchasing them? Yes, you can! Before purchasing either one of the
plans, we offer a 1 week free trial
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so you may see the features that the plans entail and make a purchase accordingly. What
modes of payment do we accept? We use PayPal Gateway as a form of payment for our
subscription plans. The user gets a 1 week free trial to choose a suitable plan and make a
purchase accordingly. After making a purchase, the user is allowed only to upgrade to a plan, i.
The upgradation is done only after the user has paid the difference which is according to the
number of days left in his current billing cycle. Can I transfer my subscription to another user or
my new e-mail ID? Even if the user holds two email IDs, they are not allowed to transfer his
subscription. Similarly, they are not allowed to transfer their subscription to another user. The
GeeksforGeeks Premium plans offer you features like ad-free content on GeeksforGeeks and all
subdomains of it. In Premium plus, you also get doubt assistance for free on all practice coding
questions. What do I do? Please do contact feedback geeksforgeeks.

